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ASSIGNMENT
ELECTROCHEMISTRY (JEE -SPECIAL)
−
1. How many faradays are required to reduce 1 mole of BrO−
3 to Br ?
+2
-5
2. How many moles of Zn carry a charge of 2 x 10 C?
3. If all the species are in their standard states, which of the following is the strongest oxidizing
agent?
a) Br−
b) Zn+2
c) Fe+2
d) Co+3
4. During the electrolysis of brine solution, the amount of chlorine gas produced by passage of 2F
of electricity is?
°
°
5. Given that, EAg
+ /Ag = +0.80V and EZn +2 /Zn = − 0. 76V, which of the following is correct:
a) Ag+ can be reduced by H 2
c) Zn+2 can be reduced by H 2
+
b) Ag an oxidize H2 in to H
d) Ag can reduce Zn +2
6. Calculate EMF of the following cell at 25°C?
Ag / AgNO3 (0.01 M) || AgNO 3 (0.05M)/Ag
7. The unit of ionic mobility is
a) m-2 v-1s-1
b) m2 v-1s-1
c) m-2vs -1
d) m2 v-2s-1
8. Which of the following statements is incorrect?
a) Specific conductance decreases with dilution.
b) Conductance of an electrolytic solution decrease with dilution.
c) Equivalent conductance increases with dilution.
d) Conductance of an electrolytic solution decreases with dilution.
9. Which of the following shows maximum value of equivalent conductance in fused state:
a) MgCl2
b) BeCl 2
c) CaCl 2
d) SrCl 2
Λ
10. The expression, α = Λ will not hold good for:
0

11.

12.
13.

14.
15.

16.
17.

18.

19.

a) HOCN
b) H2SO4
c) CH3COOH
d) CH3CO2H
The conductance of a solution of an electrolyte is equal to that of its specific conductance. The
cell constant is equal to :
a) Resistance
b) faraday
c) Zero
d) Unity
+
−
If the voltage across the electrode is 1V, then c (𝜆0 + 𝜆0 ) represents the :
a) Current
b) Molar conductance c) Conductance
d)Ionic conductance
The specific conductance of a saturated AgCl solution is found to be 1.86 x 10 -6 Scm-1 and tha
of water is 6.0 x 10 -8 Scm-1. The solubility of AgCl is :( Λ 0 = 137.2 Scm-1 eq-1)
a) 1.7 x 10-3 mol L-1
b) 1.3 x 10-5 mol L-1 c) 1.3 x 10 -4 mol L-1 d) 1.3 x 10 -6 mol L-1
Which of the following solutions of KCl will have highest value of specific conductance?
a) 0.01M
b) 0.1M
c) 1.0 M
d) 0.5 M
Calculate the quantity of electricity that will be required to liberate 710 g of Cl 2 gas by
electrolyzing a concentrated solution of NaCl. What weight of NaOH and what volume of H 2 at
27℃ and 1 atm pressure is obtained during this process.
Calculate the volume of Cl 2 at NTP produced during the electrolysis of MgCl 2 which produces
6.50 g Mg?
Cd amalgam is prepared by electrolysis of a solution of CdCl 2 using a mercury cathode. Find
how long should a current of 5A is passed in order to prepare 12% Cd - Hg amalgam on a
cathode of 2g mercury? (At. Wt. of Cd = 112. 40)
How many grams of silver could be plated out on a serving tray by electrolysis of solution
containing silver in +1 oxidation state for a period of 8 hours at a current of 8.46 Amperes?
What is the area of the tray if the thickness of the silver plating is 0.00254 cm? Density of si lver
is 10.5 g/cm3?
Calculate the equilibrium constant for the reaction:
Fe2+ + Ce+4 ⇌ Fe+3 + Ce+3
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20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

°
°
ECe
+4 /Ce +3 = 1.44V & EFe +3 /Fe +2 = 0.68 V
A current of 3A was passed for 1 hr through an electrolyte solution of A xBy in water. If 2.977 g
of A(molecular wt. 106.4)was deposited at cathode and B was a monovalent ion, the formula of
electrolyte is ……………..?
A SHE (Standard Hydrogen Elecrode) has zero electrode potential because:
a) Hydrogen is easiest to oxidize
b) This electrode potential is assumed to be zero.
c) Hydrogen atom has only one electron.
d) Hydrogen is the lightest element.
The standard, E for three metallic cations X, Y, Z are 0.52V, −3.03V and −1.18 V respectively.
The order of reducing power is:
a) Y > Z > X
b) X > Y> Z
c) Z > Y > X
d) Z > X > Y
Total charge required to convert three moles of Mn 3O4 to MnO−
in
presence
of alkaline
4
medium:
a) 10 F
b) 20 F
c) 30 F
d) 40 F
Select the correct statement:
a) Faraday represents 96500 Coulomb per sec.
b) Coulomb represents one ampere for ½ sec.
c) Coulomb represents ½ ampere for 1 sec.
d) Coulomb represents charge of 1 mole electron.
Saturated solution of KNO 3 is used to make salt – bridge because:
a) Velocity of K + is greater than that of NO−
3.
+
b) Velocity of NO−
3 is greater than that of K .
+
−
c) Velocity of K and NO3 is nearly the same.
d) KNO3 is highly soluble in water.
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